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#CongressAnon is back with a bombshell: Durham has
been looking at 2020 election fraud as well. 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/293378971/

"It’s been finally approved to disclose that John Durham’s scope investigation wasn’t

limited to what occurred in the 2016 election but has occurred in 2020 election."

"This isn’t limited to investigators at the FBI/DOJ but Investigation of all IC agencies

in criminal meddling and conspiracy to commit fraud. This includes past government

officials and past politicians."

"There’s several contracted government companies and NGO’s included. The point

was to not allow this to happen again to any future Presidential elections."

Anon: what happens next? 

"Trap was set. Biggest sting op in US history."

Anon: post proof. 

"Over 20K operators mostly military sworn in and deputized and undercover. Full

FISA approval down to a janitors communication."

"The architect to this coop was actually hatched at very prestigious ivy league

university (heavy IC ties) that will soon be in the news embroiled by funding by a

foreign hostile country.
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First clue!"

"We have the source code for dominion software. Algo is designed to add, subtract

and switch votes remotely and locally. Meta data is stored and purged but kept

embedded in stick drives."

"Teams of 4-8 operators at every major polling location. Embedded cameras and fully

recorded communications."

HHAHHAHHAHHAHAHHAHHAHAHHA. 

Sorry. Couldn't help that.

Anon: post more proof plz. 

"Monitored tabulation in real time."

"Some outstanding trusted civilians deputized." 

Anon: 20k people deputized and no leaks?

"Some sadly have. Why federal death penalty is the flavor of the month."

When? 

"17 days before Trump gets sworn into office the biggest head will roll. Sound waves!"

Will trump do a second term? 

"100% yes. One major news network will fold because of it."

"The turning point will be deafening. Decisions have momentum. Everyone will be

talking about this. Fearmongering will be worse than 9/11. Full media blitz 24/7.

Social media companies will make threats. Don’t believe the hype. Share holders will

dump and fast to spread FUD."

Will Trump pardon Snowden and Assange? 
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"Only one will get “pardoned” - more like a pat on the back and thank you."

Assange. Snowden is a Clown traitor.

Are the media / social media going to jail for committing treason? Seems like they

were doing it together.

"There’s one that is the ace in the deck. Eric Schmidt."

What about BLM?

"BLM is money laundry. Antifa is an IC hatched and hierarchy organization, think

ISIS domestically."

Is the likelihood that the fraud is so damaging to the country that (Not) Biden will be

confirmed anyway? 

"Biden will concede. Harris will remain bitter as a senator."

"Like to add that the Justice Thomas meme gave us all a chuckle because the meme is

extremely real."

Anon: it's coup not coop. Is that why Trump is at Camp David? 

"Bigger than a coup, think Cooperative!"

"Flynn has first hand knowledge how deep the rabbit hole goes. He posed as one of

them. Protect against foreign and domestic enemies. He was outed and betrayed."

What storm Mr President? 

"You'll find out!"

Previous #CongressAnon threads from just over a month ago: 

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/284004472/#q284004472

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/284020634#p284020634
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• • •

Phew. Good stuff. Takeways:

- Yes I rate this anon 

- The election fraud was carefully monitored from the inside by 20 000 undercover

patriots who report to Durham

- Biggest sting in election history

- Media and big tech are going down

- Admiral Rogers, was this you?


